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UL TRAPOHERS IN THE LIPSCHITZ AND UNIFOR~l 

CLASSIFICATION OF BANACH SPACES 

Ian Roberts 

Ultraproducts ;,;ere introduced in-to Hodel Theory by Skolem in the 1930s o 

For some t.:Lme they have been used in algebra. Their use in l'.nalysis 

com_rnenced in the 1970s. A major cont.ribution l'll'as made by s·tern in 1978 

when he derived the Banach space versions of the Lo~;enheim-Skolem 'l'heorem 

and the Keisler-Shelah Theorems which appear in this paper. More recently 

Heinrich and Mankiewicz have made a sig·nificant contribution to the use of 

ultrapowers in the Lipschitz and Uniform Classification of Banach spaces. 

They considered various Banach spaces (~.;ith certain natural properties) 

·which were related by some uniform or loipschi-tz mapping o Using Ul trapo'\ver 

techniques many useful resul-ts were obtained, including g:ceatly simplified 

proofs of some difficult results of Ribe [1976], [1978]. 

In many cases the exis-tence of some (no!!-l:Lnear) uniform or r"ipschitz 

mapping bet:ween t:wo Banach spaces (with certain additional properties) 

guarantees ·the existence of a linear mapping between them. 

In ·this paper the intention is to provide a look at some of -the most_ 

critical results in this area, to provide a feeling for the use of t_hem, 

and to finally prove the result that the ultrapowers of certain uniformly 

equivalent Banach spaces are in fact linearly equivalento 

FILTERS 

A filte1o on an index set I is a non-empty fat-nily F of subsets of 

I which is 
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ll Closed under finite intersections, i.e. if A,B E F then 

and 2) Closed under super sets, L e. if A :;:. B :;:. I and A E F i:hen 

B E F . 

F is said 'co be a propel~ filter iff ¢ r/_ F 

For our purposes all filters are as.sumed t.:J be propeL 

An ultraf'ilte£' is a filter which is maximal w.rot. ordering by 

containment. This occurs iff 'rf A E I only one of />, and I\A E U As a 

corollary to this we have ·that if I = u .•• u I (a fini·te union) then 
n 

at least one I. e U (j e {1, ... , 
J 

In a Banach space if )iei is a family of elements of X indexed 

by I t.hen converges over U ·to x , ·~1ritten lim 
u 

:c , iff for 

every ball centred x radius s (denoted B(x,s)) 

{i E I E B(x;S)} E '(]" 

THE BANACH SPACE ULTRAPRODUCT 

Let 
iEI 

be a famil-y of Banach spaces, I being an index set. 

Consider the Banach space (I \vhich consists of all families 

in n 
iEI 

X, 
l 

(the cartesian product of ·the over I ) with 

{ 

The ultraproduct of the family 

= £, (I,X. )/N with the usual 
u 00 l u 

sup < oo 

iEI 

\ 
J iEI 

lim 
u 

WoLt. u 

quo·tient norm. 

o} 0 

is the quot;iEm·t 

If all the 

space 

are 

equal to a certain space X then we refer to their ul traproduct ''. r. t. U 

as the uZ.trapower of X w.r.t. u , and denote it by (X) 
u 

A key result concerning the norm o£ elements of (Xi)u is 
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lim llx.ll 
l u 

If and y are Banach spaces ~Je ~Jill say that. X and Y satisfy the 

Decomposi.·l;ion Scheme (DS) if one of 'che following conditions is met: 

l) X ~ X $ X and Y ~ Y $ Y ; 

or 2) Either X or Y con'cains a complemented subspace isomorphic to 

(X) ( £ (Y) respec·tively) 
p 

(Here 9" (X) denotes the space of all 
p 

) il 

for some 

sequences 

) 
l/p 

lip 

p ' l 

(x.) 
l 

< 00 J 

s p < 00 

E X s,.t .. 

The importance of this is in ·the follmving ·theorem of Pelczynski: 

DECOf4POSITION THEOREM: Assume that i;he Banach spaces x a:nd Y satisfy 

the D,S. Lf each of the spaces x,Y is isomorphic to a complemented 

subspace of the oi::her, then x and Y are isomm"Phic. 

ltJe now present the Banach space version of two fundcu:nental theorems of 

Model ~~heory. Their Banach space form is due i:o Stern [1978]. 

LOWENHEI~l-SKOLE~l THEOREfVl: Le-t x be a Banach space and let Y c x be a 

subspace, y separable. Then the1oe exi.sts a separable sUbspace 

3,Y c B c x , and an ultrafilter 

-isomorphic. 

U s.t. (3) 
u 

and (X) 
u 

al"e isometrically-

KEISLER-SHELAH ISOMORPHIS~1 THEORE~l: Let x be a Banach space and Zet u 

and v be ultr-afilters on I and J respectiveLy. Then there exists an 

ultrafilter w on an index set K s.t. the spaces (X) and (X) 
uxw v~~ 

are isometr~c. (Note that (X) and (X) can be shown to be 
u~q vxw 

equivalent to ((X) ) and ((X) ) respectivelu.) 
u w v w v 

The follmving result can be shown to be true. 
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LEMMA 1: If x and Y are Banach spaces which satisfy the D.S. then 

there exists an ultrafilter u on an index set 

satisfy the n.s. 

I s.L (X) and 
u 

(Y) 
u 

Heinrich and l"lankiewicz [1980] have derived several results concerning 

spaces ·with some uniform mapping between them. For our purpose we present 

three o:E their lemmas v<hich are necessary for our final r·esul'c (Theorem 5) . 

LH1!VlA If Y 1;s a super-refl-e.;:ci'l}e Banach space and F : X ->- Y is a 

embedding s. t .. F (X) ·~s ·the mnge of a uniform in Y 3 

Note: 1:.. space is super-reflexive iff it is uniformly convexifiable, 

and hence is a st.ronger condition 'chan reflexivity. 

Proof: (Sketch only) 

It can be sho>Am tha.t the assumptions imply l:hat (X) u is Lipschitz. 

embeddable into (Y)u and that (Y)u must also be super-reflexive. By an 

infinite dimensional version of the Rademacher Theorem (see Mankiewicz 

[1973]), each separable subspace of X (regm=ded as a subspace of (X) 
u 

embeds isomorphically into (Y)u and so is super-reflexiveo This implies 

·tha·i: X is also super-reflexive" 

LEMMA 3: If X 1A3 a super-reflexive Banach space and F : + Y 'Zs a 

unifo:r'Tfl embedding s. t" F (X) is the range of a pro;jec;t·{,on in Y _,. 

then the1oe exists a:n ultrafilter u s" t. X is 1:somorphi.c to a camp Lemen ted 

subspace of (Y) 
u 

(deno·ted 

Proof: (Sketch only) 

X c,. (Y) ) • 
c 'U 

By the Lowenheim-Skolem Theorem there exists a separable subspace g 

of X and an ultrafilter U s.t. (g)u and (X)u are isometric. By 
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Lemma 2, X is super-reflexive and so g is also. It can then be shown 

that S <=+c (Y) u and so (S)u <=+c (Y)uxu . So as (X) is isometric to 
u 

(S) u ' (X) u y.c (Y) uxu 

LEMMA 4: If Y is a supe:r>-:r>efiexive Banaah spaae unifonnZy homeomorphia 

to another> Banaah spaae X • then the:r>e exists an uZt:r>afiZte:r> 

(Y) <=+ (X) • 
u c u 

Proof: By Lemma 2 X is also super-reflexive. By Lemma 3 there exist 

ultrafilters and 

(1) 

(2) 

By the Keisler-Shelah Theorem, there exists an ultrafilter 

<xlu and (X)U XU are isometric. 
3 2 3 

Taking ultrapowers w.r.t. u3 in (1), we get 

(3) (X) U "'+c (Y) U XU 
3 1 3 

and 

(4) (Y) U y.t: (X) U 
3 3 

Applying the theorem again, there is an ultrafilter u4 s.t. 

(Y) U xU xU is isometric to 
1 3 4 

From (3) and (4) we derive 

and 

(Y)u xu c:..rc: (X)u xu 
3 4 3 4 

Letting U u3 xu4 completes the proof. 

(Y)u xu 
3 4 

u3 ·s.t. 
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As our final result v1e see that under certain natural conditions the 

unifo= equivalence of hm Banach spaces is sufficien·t to gua::can'cee tha'c 

the closely related st.::cuctures the ultrapovyers of the spaces -- are 

linear·ly equivalen·t. 

THEOREM 5: Assume ·!;hat x and Y ctr>e homeomorphic Banach 

spaces which the D.S, Assume thai; Y i-s super~-l~efZexive. Then 

U s.t. (X) 
u 

and (Y) are 
u 

Proof: By Lemma l and Lemma 4 there exists an ultrafilter U s,t. (X)u 

and (Y) 
u 

satisfy the D., S" and (X) 

by the Decomposition 'fheorem (X) and 
1.1 
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